Boost Performance for Your Building Automation System

Metasys Hardware & Engine Modernization Promotion

Ensure the Metasys engines and equipment controllers driving your facility’s system use the latest features to help boost cybersecurity, optimize system performance and reduce installation costs. Take advantage of our Hardware & Engine Modernization Program to gain the newest advantages easily and cost-effectively.

The power behind your mission
Modernize Hardware, Improve Performance

Regular system assessments can help you identify components that need to be modernized for optimum building performance and enhanced risk management. That includes making sure your supervisory and equipment controllers are current.

The newest, next-generation Metasys SNE Network Engines and Metasys SNC Network Control Engines offer significant enhancements, including:

• Smaller, sleeker design to reduce installation costs
• High-capacity memory, fast processing and USB ports to support future upgrades and long operational lifecycles
• Diagnostic LEDs and removable terminal blocks to simplify service
• The Linux operating system and the secure boot feature, which helps prevent malicious software from loading during startup, to help strengthen cybersecurity practices

The newest Metasys Equipment Controllers create a flexible N2-to-BACnet MS/TP migration path and feature:

• Updated protocol standardization and system interoperability
• High-capacity memory, fast processing and removable terminal blocks for fast and easy installation
• Hybrid field controllers (Johnson Controls’ N2 and BACnet MS/TP), which offer field-switchable technology for flexible, phased migration
• Real-time clock backup in case of network failure, to reduce risk

Program Details:

- **Engine Replacement**: 30% off New Next Generation (or “M4”) SNE Network Engines or SNC Network Control Engines and Panels
- **Field Controllers Replacement & Wireless**: 20% off New Field Controllers and Field Controller Panels
- **DX-9100 Field Controller Replacement**: 40% off DX-9100 Replacement Package
- **NS7000 Series Network Sensor Upgrade Program**: 20% off NS8000 Series Network Sensor with NS7000 Trade-In

With a bold new design, the new NS8000 Series Network Sensors offer attractive form and practical function. Just one device handles sensing for temperature, humidity, CO₂ and occupancy. These next-generation sensors cut wall clutter, reduce installation costs and help keep tenants happy.

Promotion valid through September 30, 2020. Contact your Johnson Controls representative for more information.

**Terms & Conditions**

1. Promotion valid when replacing existing legacy or outdated Johnson Controls hardware only; not valid for third-party replacement or new construction
2. Not valid for custom panels; standard panels only
3. Valid for existing Metasys customers only
4. Valid for subscription customers only; new subscriptions must be placed at time of order if combined with Software Modernization or New ADS/X and OAS Promotions

The power behind your mission
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